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Single-Frequency Thermal Wave Radar Imaging (SF-TWRI) was introduced and used to obtain quan-
titative thickness images of coatings on an aluminum block and on polyetherketone, and to image
blind subsurface holes in a steel block. In SF-TWR, the starting and ending frequencies of a linear
frequency modulation sweep are chosen to coincide. Using the highest available camera frame rate,
SF-TWRI leads to a higher number of sampled points along the modulation waveform than con-
ventional lock-in thermography imaging because it is not limited by conventional undersampling at
high frequencies due to camera frame-rate limitations. This property leads to large reduction in mea-
surement time, better quality of images, and higher signal-noise-ratio across wide frequency ranges.
For quantitative thin-coating imaging applications, a two-layer photothermal model with lumped
parameters was used to reconstruct the layer thickness from multi-frequency SF-TWR images. SF-
TWRI represents a next-generation thermography method with superior features for imaging important
classes of thin layers, materials, and components that require high-frequency thermal-wave probing
well above today’s available infrared camera technology frame rates. Published by AIP Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5016339

I. INTRODUCTION

Lock-in thermography imaging (LITI), as the extension
of conventional photothermal radiometry (PTR), is a popu-
lar and powerful non-destructive method for characterizing
nonhomogeneous solids.1–5 LITI and PTR have been success-
ful in measuring quantitative geometric and thermophysical
parameters of solid structures, such as case depths in hardened
metals,6,7 thermal conductivities and diffusivities8–13 and their
depth profiles,8,14 and coating thicknesses.9,15,16 A wide range
of frequencies is used for characterizing such materials by
means of frequency point scan measurements with a high res-
olution sampling rate integrated with hardware or software
lock-in signal processing methods. There are some limita-
tions to expanding these methods from point scan to area scan
inspections with infra-red cameras currently available in the
market. Unfortunately, the low frame rate of thermal infrared
cameras is a disadvantage of conventional synchronous digital
lock-in image processing, especially in the case of frequen-
cies above the critical frequency determined by the maximum
frame rate, f fr , of the camera. Undersampling is required for
frequencies f > f fr /4, and very precise synchronization is
needed for image sampling in this case. Failure to synchronize

a)Electronic mail: mandelis@mie.utoronto.ca

is a source of decreased signal-noise ratio (SNR) and image
quality deterioration. A high SNR is especially important for
quantitative measurements of photothermal parameters and
structural features of materials. The development of thermal-
wave radar imaging (TWRI) uses linear frequency modulation
(LFM) chirps and has brought about significant improvement
in dynamic range compared to conventional LITI.17 This work
introduces a special case of TWRI, single-frequency thermal-
wave radar imaging (SF-TWRI). Frequency point scan appli-
cation of SF-TWRI based on a swept sine software algo-
rithm was reported earlier7 and is now being extended into
a thermographic technique for fast non-destructive imaging as
described in this paper. SF-TWRI is a modality that allows
the acquisition of pixel amplitude and phase signals over
arbitrarily wide ranges of modulation frequencies at a high
SNR. The image acquisition is free of sampling constraints
and thus can obtain complete frequency scans for all camera
pixels and perform quantitative data fits to thermal-wave the-
ory18 in order to extract quantitative non-destructive images
of geometrical and/or thermophysical parameters of interro-
gated materials and structures. SF-TWRI output pixel signal
distributions and whole images are compared with conven-
tional LITI in applications involving quantitative thickness
imaging of coatings deposited on two different substrates
and the subsurface location of blind holes drilled in a steel
block.
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the
experimental LITI and SF-TWRI setup.

II. INSTRUMENTATION, EXPERIMENTAL,
AND MATERIALS
A. Instrumentation

A schematic diagram of both LITI and TWRI setups which
share the same instrumentation and other common features is
shown in Fig. 1. The setup consists of a mid-infrared (MIR)
camera (CEDIP Titanium model 520M), National Instruments
data acquisition (DAQ) (model USB-6229), 45-W, 808-nm
fiber-coupled laser (model JOLD-45-CPXF-1L), ThorLabs
laser driver (model LDC 3065), and computer. For this investi-
gation, the laser beam emerging from the fiber was collimated
with a Thorlabs collimator F810SMA-780, homogenized
and spread by a microlens array ED1-C20 from Thorlabs.
The illuminated square area was ca. 3 × 3 cm2 with inhomo-
geneity less than 5% over the entire imaged area. The desired
waveforms for laser modulation, reference signals, and trigger
signals were produced by the DAQ card under control of a
LabView program which processes sampled images captured
by means of conventional LITI or SF-TWRI image processing
modality.

B. Lock-in and SF-TWR image processing

Signal process flow block diagrams of lock-in thermogra-
phy (LIT) and thermal-wave radar (TWR) imaging are shown
in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. Camera sampling diagrams
for the two techniques are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.
The lock-in and TWR cross-correlation (CC) signal genera-
tion processes indicated in those figures are applied to each
and every pixel of the camera. LITI digital processing for each
pixel at harmonic modulation sin(2πft) is performed according
to the following equations:1

S0 (x, y)=
∑n

k=1

[
Ik (x, y) sin(2πf tk)

]
, (1)

S90 (x, y)=
∑n

k=1
{Ik (x, y) [−cos(2πf tk)]}, (2)

Amplitude LITI (x, y)=
1
n

{
[S0 (x, y)]

2
+ [S90 (x, y)]

2
}0.5

, (3)

Phase LITI (x, y)= tan−1
(

S90 (x, y)

S0 (x, y)

)
. (4)

FIG. 2. Block diagram of LIT (a) and
TWR (b) imaging modalities. HT stands
for the Hilbert transform, FFT for fast
Fourier transform, IFFT for inverse fast
Fourier transform.
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FIG. 3. LITI signal processing. The vertical dashed lines mark the beginning
of the second lock-in period. (a) Conventional synchronous oversampling and
(b) conventional synchronous undersampling.

Here, n is the number of frames per correlation cycle, n ≥ 4,
Ik (x, y) is the thermal response of the (x, y) pixel, and sin(2πftk)
is the reference signal. Synchronous correlation occurs at fre-
quencies f lock -in = f s(m +1/n), where f s is the sampling rate
and m is an integer. Any multiples of the Nyquist frequency,
f s/2, should be avoided.1 Oversampling takes place at m = 0,
while undersampling of order m is triggered when m ≥ 1,
Fig. 3. In conventional camera frame correlation, n samples are

FIG. 4. SF-TWRI signal processing flowchart. A case of f > f fr /4.

distributed over one modulation period. For undersampling,
one full sampling cycle is completed in more than one sig-
nal period with one frame obtained over one or more signal
periods. In both oversampling and undersampling modes, the
frame rate should be reduced below the maximum possible
rate due to the unavailability of several desired frequencies
or the long measurement times required for one full correla-
tion cycle. These effects lead to low SNR which, however,
improves with the reduction in frame rate.1 Undersampling
at high frequencies creates additional stringent requirements
for synchronization. Timing accuracy requirements, especially
at high undersampling orders, lead to additional reduction of
the SNR. The result is that LITI is not an optimal option for
shallow–depth imaging that requires high modulation frequen-
cies. It should also be mentioned that changing the frame
rate is necessary in order to adjust the position of sampling
inside the signal period for going from oversampling to under-
sampling when scanning over wide frequency ranges. This
is problematic with cameras without adjustable frame rate
capability.

A possibility for eliminating the aforementioned strin-
gent sampling synchronization requirements and substantially
improving thermographic imaging at arbitrary frequencies
(especially in the LITI undersampled high-frequency range)
arises as a special case of TWR signal processing using a
single-frequency sweep when the start and end frequencies
coincide. The TWRI signal processing scheme for calculating
CC is shown in Fig. 2(b). In that figure, the following alphanu-
meric definitions are made and used for numerical amplitude
and phase computations:

A=FFT [X]=Xk =
∑N−1

n=0
xne−

j2πkn
N , k = 0, 1, . . . ,N − 1,

(5)

B=FFT {[H[X]]} =Xp =
∑N−1

r=0
xre−

j2πpr
N , p= 0, 1, . . . , N−1,

(6)

R=FFT [Y ]=Yl =
∑N−1

m=0
yme−

j2π lm
N , l = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1,

(7)

C =A∗ =
∑N−1

n=0
xne

j2πkn
N , k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, (8)

D=B∗ =
∑N−1

r=0
xre

j2πpr
N , p= 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, (9)

E = (R) × (C)=YlX
∗
k =

∑N−1

n=0
xn

∑N−1

m=0
yme−

j2π(lm−kn)
N , (10)

F = (R) × (D)=YlX
∗
p =

∑N−1

r=0
xr

∑N−1

m=0
ye−

j2π(lm−pr)
N , (11)

Gk =
1
N

∑N−1

n=0
Ene−

j2πkn
N , k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, (12)

Hp =
1
N

∑N−1

n=0
Fne−

j2πpn
N , p= 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, (13)

Amplitude TWRI(x, y)=max(real(G)), (14)

Phase TWRI(x, y)= tan−1
(

real(H0)
real(G0)

)
. (15)

Starred quantities indicate complex conjugation. In practice,
TWR signals are processed as follows: a reference chirp signal
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in the frequency range f 1-f 2 and of duration T is generated to
modulate the laser. The reference signal and the photothermal
response chirp signal from the camera are acquired through the
data acquisition card and Ethernet card. Then the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) of the TWR response signal (Y) in chirp
form and the FFT complex conjugate of the reference signal
[X, H(X)] are computed, and both signals are multiplied
(E, F) to calculate the inverse FFT of the effective response
signal (G, H). As a last step, the amplitude and phase of each
pixel are calculated and displayed. Using the same frequency
for the start and end of a TWRI sweep allows the calculation
of the amplitude and phase at that frequency and the measure-
ment of detailed pixel frequency dependencies by scanning
over a wide range of frequencies at arbitrary intervals sim-
ilar to photothermal radiometry, free from critical frequency
exclusion, inter-frequency interval constraints, and upper lim-
its imposed by sampling. The synchronization method used
in SF-TWR works in any frequency range, excluding multi-
ples of the Nyquist frequency (half the sampling frequency).
Furthermore, the camera frame rate can be set to maximum
for all types of cameras used in SF-TWRI, as opposed to
the exclusion of some low-grade cameras from conventional
sampling-limited LITI. This feature guarantees the highest
possible SNR because it generates the maximum number of
frames for amplitude and phase calculations determined by the
sweep duration, T, (the measurement time) independent of the
selected modulation frequency. It should be mentioned that the
correlation cycle needs to start after establishing a steady-state
modulated temperature profile for both methods to avoid dis-
tortion of the harmonic thermal wave. This time duration may
be at least 1 s, enough for most solids to attain modulated ther-
mal steady state. No conventional undersampling is needed,
and maximum frequency is limited only by the camera frame
integration time. Signal processing is done through CC, not
through the lock-in process.19 As a result, SF-TWR provides
a uniform, continuous approach below and above the critical
frequency f fr /4. Critical parameters such as single-frequency
sweep duration and camera frame rate are operator controlled
and not dictated by sampling requirements. The preferable
frame rate is the maximum rate of the camera used. The net
outcome is higher SNR for SF-TWRI than for conventional
LITI, with the additional advantage that the measurement time
of TWRI is less than LITI especially within the undersampling
range of LITI.

1. Materials

Three kinds of samples were used in the first applica-
tions of SF-TWRI: a steel block with blind holes drilled at
various subsurface depths, an aluminum substrate, and a poly-
mer (polyetherketone; PEEK) substrate, both with Co-P alloy
coatings. Quantitative images of coating thicknesses and dis-
tances of blind holes from the surface of the steel block were
generated from combined SF-TWRI frequency scans and a
theoretical multi-layer model with grouped parameters.20

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For comparison of the two imaging methods, a 0.4-mm
deep subsurface blind hole was investigated at 1 Hz, 10 Hz,

FIG. 5. Amplitude and phase SF-TWRI images of a steel block with a 0.4-mm
deep subsurface blind hole at 1 Hz (sweep duration: 1 s) [(a) and (b)]; 10 Hz
(sweep duration: 1 s) [(c) and (d)]; and 16 Hz (sweep duration: 2 s) [(e) and
(f)] and frame rate 360 fr/s for all frequencies. Regions A and B represent
areas without a hole and with a subsurface hole, respectively.

and 16 Hz. SF-TWRI amplitudes and phases are shown in
Fig. 5. Sweep duration was 1 s at 1 Hz and 10 Hz, and 2 s at
16 Hz. The frame rate was 360 fr/s at all frequencies. Due to

FIG. 6. Amplitude and phase LITI images of the same sample as shown in
Fig. 5. [(a) and (b)] 1 Hz, 1 image averaged with frame rate 360 fr/s; [(c) and
(d)] 10 Hz, 10 images averaged with frame rate 360 fr/s; [(e) and (f)] 16 Hz,
1 image averaged over two correlation cycles, undersampled with frame rate
15 fr/s.
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FIG. 7. Amplitude SNR (a) and phase
StD (b) of SF-TWRI and LITI pixel dis-
tribution dependencies on frequency for
areas A and B.

the decreased thermal diffusion length at increased frequen-
cies, amplitude contrast of the hole practically disappeared
at 16 Hz, as expected. The phase image was the most sensi-
tive channel and clearly shows the hole at 16 Hz. For a more
detailed analysis, two areas A and B were chosen in Fig. 5
corresponding to a part of the steel block without a blind hole
(semi-infinite substrate) and inside an area with a subsurface
blind hole, respectively.

In the LITI case, Fig. 6, the contrast was similar for 1 Hz
and 10 Hz modulation, but it disappeared at 16 Hz from
both the amplitude and phase. The numbers of averaged LITI
images were 1 at 1 Hz, 10 at 10 Hz, and 1 over 2 correlation
cycles at 16 Hz, chosen so as to keep the sum of the mea-
surement time of the correlation cycles the same as for the
corresponding SF-TWRI sweep duration for correct compari-
son of the two methods. 1 Hz and 10 Hz LIT images were the
results of oversampling with frame rate 360 fr/s, the same as
for SF-TWR images. In both cases, the same number of frames
was used for data processing, and this explains the similarities
of amplitude and phase contrast between the two modalities.
However, at 16 Hz, LITI was the result of undersampling with
15 fr/s frame rate and 30 frames during 2 s measurement of two

iteration cycles, as opposed to 360 fr/s and 720 frames during
2 s for the corresponding SF-TWRI. As can be clearly seen in
Figs. 5 and 6, SF-TWRI has major advantages for detecting
subsurface inhomogeneities in solids in the frequency range
above the LIT critical (undersampling) threshold.

The scatter in amplitude and phase in regions A and B
from Figs. 5 and 6 with and without blind holes, respectively,
is much less for SF-TWRI than LITI at 16 Hz, while it is simi-
lar for both methods (somewhat less for SF-TWRI) in the case
of the same number of frames at low frequencies as also shown
in the amplitude SNR and phase standard deviation (StD) fre-
quency dependencies of Fig. 7. LITI at 16 Hz was performed
with undersampling that led to increased measurement time by
increasing the number of averages to achieve the same quality
SNR as SF-TWRI. The estimated amplitude SNR for the two
areas A and B is much lower for LITI in the undersampled
range than that for SF-TWRI at the same frequency; further-
more, the StD of the LITI phase is much larger mainly due to
the larger number of data points involved in the SF-TWRI algo-
rithm. These observations are also confirmed by comparison
of single-line pixel profiles across the images in Figs. 8 and 9.
These profiles very clearly show marginally higher SF-TWRI

FIG. 8. Profile comparison between
SF-TWRI and LITI amplitude and
phase distributions at 10 Hz for the
horizontal dotted pixel line shown in
Figs. 5(c), 5(d), 6(c), and 6(d).
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FIG. 9. Profile comparison between
SF-TWRI and LITI amplitude and
phase distributions at 16 Hz for the
horizontal dotted pixel line shown in
Figs. 5(e), 5(f), 6(e), and 6(f).

SNR for the 10 Hz image and substantially higher SNR for the
16-Hz image than LITI. The reason is the insufficient num-
ber of synchronized data points in processing conventional
LIT images, a trend that worsens with increasing frequency.

In conclusion, the better quality of SF-TWRI is due to the
larger number of frames involved in the CC process than in
the lock-in process involved in LITI, as well as the absence of
undersampling requirements for data processing in the former
technique. SF-TWRI does not require frame rate changes over
wide frequency scans and/or across the critical frequency and
allows using the maximum frame rate regardless of modulation
frequency. These attributes render this method very attractive
for quantitative thermographic imaging and evaluation of var-
ious material parameters through images reconstructed from
series of frequency scans.

IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF A MULTILAYER
SYSTEM

For a demonstration of quantitative SF-TWR imaging of
coatings, a one-dimensional two-layer model was used.18,20 A
schematic representation of the photothermal model is shown
in Fig. 10. The modulated thermal-wave field on the surface

FIG. 10. Schematic cross-sectional geometry of a one-dimensional two-layer
system photothermal model.

with grouped parameters can be expressed as18,20

∆T1(0, f )=
P2(1 − γ01)
P1(1 − γ02)

(1 − γ21e−2(i+1)
√
πf Q1 )

(1 + γ21e−2(i+1)
√
πf Q1 )

, (16)

where Q1 =
L√
α1

, Pm =
km√
αm

, bmn =
Pm
Pn

, γmn =
bmn−1
bmn+1 . m, n = 0,

1, 2 refers to air, coating layer, and substrate, respectively. km

is the thermal conductivity of the corresponding layer, αm is
its thermal diffusivity, and L is the thickness of the coating
layer.

Normalization by a semi-infinite opaque substrate is nec-
essary to take into account the instrumental transfer function.
The Q1 factor in Eq. (16) is the only sensitive parameter to
layer thickness and can be most reliably measured through
frequency-response best-fitting to the theory. Using the lumped
parameter Q1 leads to a reduction in the number of parameters
by multi-parameter fitting and strengthens the uniqueness of
the fit20 which, in turn, allows a significant reduction in the
standard deviation of the calculated values in the presence of
noise.

SF-TWRI was used to reconstruct quantitative images
of the coating Co-P alloy layer thicknesses on aluminum
and polyetherketone (PEEK) substrates. The phase images
of the coated Al substrate at three frequencies are shown
in Fig. 11. The phase was chosen as the preferred signal
channel over the amplitude due to its higher sensitivity to
deeper inhomogeneities and its weak or no dependence on
the optical quality of the surface. Purely thermally inhomo-
geneous distributions are observed as phase contrast at all
three frequencies. Although phase lag involves information
about coating layer thickness distributions, quantitative images
can only be derived from full frequency scans and theoretical
best fits.17,19 Two small areas with different coating thick-
nesses, C and D, were chosen to demonstrate differences in
frequency dependence. The thickness of area D coating was
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FIG. 11. (a) 2-Hz, (b) 10-Hz, and (c) 20-Hz SF-TWR phase images of a
sample of a deposited Co-P alloy layer on an aluminum substrate.

larger than that of area C. Data best-fitting was carried out
according to the two-layer model with grouped parameters,
Eq. (16). An example of fitting phase responses averaged over
the 6 × 6 pixel regions C and D in the investigated sample
is presented in Fig. 12. To take into account the instrumental
transfer function,9 the data were normalized to a thick (“semi-
infinite”) Zr substrate. The Zr substrate was measured at the
same conditions as the investigated sample. Phase normal-
ization was performed by subtracting the phase of Zr from
the phase of the sample for each image pixel. The key fea-
ture in the phase frequency dependence is the minimum, the
frequency position of which depends on the thickness of the
layer, assuming constant thermal diffusivity across the coat-
ing.9 The minimum shifts to lower frequencies for thicker
layers.

The Q1-parameter image, reconstructed as the result of
best-fitting each pixel frequency response to the thermal-wave
theory, Eq. (16), using 16 frequency images, is shown in
Fig. 13(a). To convert the Q1-parameter image into the coating
layer thickness, a point with a known thickness was chosen and
the thermal diffusivity α was calculated using the best-fitted
Q1 value. The thus calculated diffusivityα= 5.305× 10�6 m2/s
was used for the entire coated layer and for the calculation of

FIG. 12. Normalized mean phase dependencies on frequency and best fits
at two 6 × 6 pixel locations C and D in Fig. 11. The fitted parameter
Q1 is 5.18 × 10�2 s0.5 and is 7.27 × 10�2 s0.5 for locations C and D
correspondingly.

FIG. 13. Images of Q1-parameter (a) and estimated thickness (b) of the
coating layer deposited on the aluminum substrate.

the layer thickness distribution, shown in Fig. 13(b). For simi-
lar applications, the diffusivity of deposited layers can be found
either from the literature or from independent measurements
(preferred) on the particular coating as in the present case.
For validation of the reconstructed coating thickness image, a
comparison between the directly measured thickness profile
along the straight-line strip C1C2 in Fig. 13(b) and that cal-
culated from the foregoing procedure shows very good con-
sistency, Fig. 14. The apparent small divergence in regions
close to the edges on both sides of the strip is likely due
to a breakdown in the assumption of constant thermal dif-
fusivity and/or one-dimensionality in those regions. Because
the presence of the edges was not taken into account in the
camera measurements, the thermal wave confinement would
decrease the effective diffusivity within a thermal diffusion
length from the edge, and the 1-D theory with constant diffu-
sivity predicted a smaller thickness as shown in Fig. 14. It is
well known that the presence of edges increases photothermal
signals.18,21

The other type of coating-substrate polymer PEEK sam-
ple was imaged as the reconstruction from 23 normalized
frequency image dependencies to the final thickness image
(Fig. 15). The diffusivity, α = 2.54 × 10�5 m2/s, that was
calculated as described above was used for the entire coated
layer. An example of single pixel frequency fitting during the
reconstruction process akin to Fig. 12 is shown in Fig. 16.
Both results, Figs. 13 and 15, demonstrate the effectiveness of

FIG. 14. Directly measured and camera-image-evaluated deposited layer
thickness profiles.
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FIG. 15. Normalized images at (a) 20 Hz; (b) fitted Q1-parameter; and (c) estimated thickness of a Co-P layer deposited on polymer PEEK.

FIG. 16. Normalized phase dependence on frequency and best fit to Eq. (16)
of the pixel at the arrow location (red point) shown in Fig. 15(b). The fitted
parameter Q1 is 3.8 × 10�2 s0.5.

SF-TWRI in producing quantitative thickness images of coat-
ings on different types of substrates.

Finally, images of the Q1-parameter and several blind-
hole depth distributions in steel are presented in Fig. 17. The
thicknesses of the overlayers above the holes were calcu-
lated from the fitted Q1-parameter, using the diffusivity value,
α = 15.6 × 10�6 m2/s, estimated from the known thickness
(0.4 mm) of the overlayer above one of the holes. This value is
very close to the literature value of thermal diffusivity of AISI
1010 steel, α = 18.8 × 10�6 m2/s.22 The calculated thicknesses
were 0.6 mm for the 0.6 mm hole and 1.14 mm for 1 mm hole.

The small thickness overestimation of the 1-mm hole is due
to the deviation from the one-dimensionality. Sideways dif-
fusion not accounted for in the 1-D theory gives an effective
higher diffusivity, so for a given phase lag, one measures a
larger effective thickness as seen in the strip along the edge
of the hole in Fig. 17. To avoid discrepancies due to dimen-
sionality and edge geometries, a calibrated measurement gives
very good approximation in quantitative SF-TWR images of
the subsurface hole depths.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Single-frequency thermal-wave radar (SF-TWR) was
introduced as a significant improvement over conventional
lock-in thermography (LIT) for quantitative non-destructive
imaging, especially at high modulation frequencies. It can be
implemented with the same setup as LITI with only soft-
ware signal generation and processing changes. The SNR
is higher for SF-TWRI than for LITI at high frequencies
above the critical undersampling value because SF-TWRI
operates on cross-correlation signal processing and not on
waveform sampling (lock-in imaging) principles. It was
shown that SF-TWRI is a fast quantitative non-destructive
imaging (NDI) technique. A first application was demon-
strated in non-destructive imaging of deposited coating-on-
engineering-material-substrate thickness images and in depth
imaging of subsurface blind holes in steel. Using camera fre-
quency scans over extended ranges not limited by the lock-
in process allows reconstructing quantitative thermophysical
and geometric parameter images of materials. The SF-TWR

FIG. 17. Images of Q1-parameter (a)–
(c) and estimated blind hole depths in
steel (d)–(f). [(a) and (d)] 0.4 mm, [(b)
and (e)] 0.6 mm, [(c) and (d)] 1 mm.
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technique gives rise to the possibility of enabling thermal
cameras with fixed frame rates to perform dynamic imaging,
competing with top-of-the-line infrared cameras. It thus
represents a next-generation thermography method with supe-
rior features for imaging important classes of thin layers, mate-
rials, and components that require high-frequency thermal-
wave probing well above today’s available infrared camera
technology frame rates.
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